WHY SPORTS MATTER

LIFE SKILLS
- Positively affects aspects of personal development among young people, such as self-esteem, goal-setting, and leadership
- Learn to respect authority and work well within a team structure

HEALTHY
- Healthy bones, muscles & joints
- Reduces chances of obesity or high blood pressure
- Adolescents who play sports are 8x as likely to be active at age 24 as adolescents who do not play sports

EDUCATION
- Improved academic achievement, including grades and standardized test scores.
- 3x more likely to graduate than peers who do not participate in sports

CRIME REDUCTION
- Proven to reduce drug and alcohol use, gang violence and crime
- Keeps kids engaged after school and over the summers when kids oftentimes gravitate towards negative societal influences

WWW.LEVELINGTHEPLAYINGFIELD.ORG
Free recreational sports are still available, but disappearing for some traditional sports. On average among parents whose children play sports, 12% of parents spent no money for their child to play, but the sport the child plays makes a huge difference.

33.4% of kids ages 6 to 12 from homes with $25,000 or less were physically inactive, compared to just 9.9% of kids from $100,000+ homes. Sport participation rates for white children exceed that of African-Americans, Hispanics, and Asian kids.

Our equipment donations remove the barrier of the price of sports equipment. Money saved on equipment goes towards lowering registration fees, providing transportation, hiring more coaches or starting an entirely new sports program among many other benefits.

To read more about the benefits of youth sports and the financial barriers visit https://www.aspenprojectplay.org/